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I was in you
In 1965
In Notting Hill Gate
In Murray’s Club in Soho
In the telephone box outside of Buckingham Palace
In the train carriage home
In Leeds City Centre

but you will live in me for far longer

The bio"

"

In a space cluttered with discarded 
costumes and glasses of milk, a single 

female body dresses, undresses, 
drinks and dances again and again in 

a choreographic attempt to embody 
the lineage of women that brought her 

into being. Scaffolded by recorded 
conversations with her mother and 

grandmother about teenage 
pregnancy, sleazy night clubs and 

ballet routines, the performer travels 
through time in an attempt to grab 

ahold of the knowledges, retrace the 
steps and remember the 

conversations, before I forget them, 
before you forget me, before we forget 

any of this ever happened.
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The Artist

Sally Charlton is a multidisciplinary 
performance artist based in Glasgow. The 

form of Charlton’s work oscillates between 
practices of choreography, text and audio. 
Charlton uses autobiography as a starting 

place, paralleling personal timelines to 
world events and using the physical body to 

connect with wider political and cultural 
landscapes. Her work focuses on an attempt 

to connect with those not present. She uses 
performance as an attempt to communicate 
with them, embody them, grieve them. The 
political and architectural backdrop of her 

home city, London, is often present in her 
work. Charlton’s work aims to question how 

we comprehend populations of bodies in a 
visceral rather than statistical sense and 

attempting to always find the human within 
the physical structures. 
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We chose a zine simply because we wanted to emulate 
the visual journey Sally’s work “Mother’s Milk” takes 
the audience on. Inspired by her aesthetic and 
storyline, we chose a black and white colour palette to 
pay tribute to the 60s-80s era which are central to the 
work.  We tried to embody Sally’s rebellious yet 
feminine choreography throughout the piece; we did 
this by capturing stills from the performance and 
sketching their outlines to truly reproduce the dynamic 
of her movement.  You’ll notice that this booklet is 
actually a transcript of the interview we conducted 
with Sally (https://youtu.be/uSCPV_OuKwg)- we invite 
you to listen to this beforehand, as well as the audios 
she uses in the actual performance whilst reading the 
archive (https://youtu.be/iojcVvwMtQ0). This way, you 
will have the chance to fully experience the artist’s 
creation process.  The reason behind the interview? We 
wanted to reflect directly the use of audio in “Mother’s 
Milk”, but more importantly, we wanted to follow the 
artist’s mission to bring women’s invisible stories and 
opinions to light- so who better to do this with than the 
creator herself? We feel as if the piece discusses topics 
that are rarely touched upon, so our advice is to pick 
and choose- if you find a question or a theme that 
resonates or intrigues you, please follow your curiosity.

                                                            ~ Jules & Romi x
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The 
interview
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Warm-up Questions

Sally: I think that the 
target audience for the 
work is... I found that 
mothers have quite a 
specific reaction to it 

obviously, women quite a 
lot of time- and I found 

that people's responses is 
often to tell me about their 

own experience of 
motherhood actually and 
that people sort of really 

come forward with a 
response. So I feel like 

quite obviously it's target 
audience is mothers but 

also people who have 
mothers or have specific 

relationships to their 
family. 

Q: Who is your audience?

Q: Are you closer to your 
mum or your gran?
Sally: My mum. Growing 

up I didn't live in the 
same City as my gran 
whereas my cousins 
did so they actually 

grew up around her a 
lot more than I did. I 

guess like my 
relationship with her 
feels really important 

and I sort of look into it 
in the work but 

actually I spent a lot 
more time with my 

Mum and I feel like for 
a lot of my life it has 
been me and my mum 
so it's quite a specific 
relationship I suppose.

Q: What was the 
question you started 

with to build your show?
My initial enquiry was 
how can I embody my 

lineage of women. 
Yeah...and I feel like it is 

sort of stayed around 
that question.
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Q: How did you conduct the 
interviews with your grandma 

and mother? Were they 
natural conversations or were 
they aware they were being 

recorded?

Sally: They were aware. They were like quite natural 
conversations though, which I think is sort of 

because of my gran so I would talk to her about 
what I was planning and this was really early 

stages of the work like those recordings most of 
them actually happened this summer so before I 
even started the process for my show. But it was 
just sort of... I was like I know that even if it's not 
this project there's something in these stories that 

I really love, and my gran has vascular dementia 
and tells me the stories sort of on repeat of that 
particular time when she was a dancer.  It seems 

to be a thing she's really really fixated on. So there 
was an awareness that she was being recorded, 
but I think she sort of goes off in quite a candid 

way and probably forgets it's being recorded. Which 
is sort of a thing about the process-  a lot of like 

that complicated thing of someone giving consent, 
saying all the stuff and then you have to go back 

and go this is what you said, is that ok? So, 
navigating interviews like that and some of the 

stuff with my mum was actually done remotely and 
they were actually writing tasks. So, I would set 

my mum a writing task on WhatsApp and then say 
you've got 20 minutes and I would also write for 

those 20 minutes and then I'd text her to stop. So 
like a lot of the text that I wrote came out of those 
exercises and the text that she wrote that I then 
deliver in the work came out of those exercises.
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Sketch of a still from Charlton's "Mother's Milk" by Julienne Restall



Digging Deeper
Q: What was your relationship like with your mum and grandma 
before the show/during recording? Did the process of the show 
affect your relationship/ give you insight or affect your empathy 

towards them?
Sally: It has changed, I guess for the better but I don't know… I think that these sort of 

processes are really vulnerable and I think they're really obviously vulnerable for the family 
members but I think that I actually find it quite vulnerable.  What I find funny is when 
you're making work involving your family there's an understanding that your family will 
want to see that work because they have taken part in it but the nature of the work 
actually isn't that safe. Like I actually say things in it that I'm I don't love the idea of 

know my whole family watching it and actually going through that process and it wasn’t 
only my mother and my grandmother that were involved in that process, my other 

relatives have as well in terms of conversations around my gran. For example, my gran 
quite recently decided that she didn't want certain things in the audio anymore. So I went 

back and edited those and changed those. It has been positive in terms of openness 
about these stories and actually what I find interesting in this sort of work is women's 

Histories and their stories and lives that are otherwise invisible being made visible.  There 
were actually things that I didn't even know previously or other members of my family 
didn't know. So yeah for the better but actually I feel like it's a really vulnerable place. I 
had actually made a performance with my mum in my second year so I remember that 

being full and just awkward and vulnerable when we were writing text.  So I think maybe 
we slightly broke the ice then and that made this time a little bit easier even though my 
mum is sometimes like “you don't talk to me about anything” and we actually have a very 

close relationship but don't talk about certain things and sort of still don't so I'm a bit 
like just because we're doing it doesn't mean that…So yeah I'd say for the better.
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Sketch of a still from Charlton's "Mother's Milk" by Romi Sarfarty



Digging Deeper
Q: What made you want to interrogate the relationships you have 

with your mother and grandmother?
Sally: I think that I find they're stories that I've sort of grown up with, and I 

actually think that there's like a slightly funny mystery around some of them like 
me not knowing my Grandad and not knowing who he is.  I was really interested in 
the figures that men play in these narratives actually and in the play by Charlotte 
Keatley 'My Mother Said I Never Should' it's like only performed by women but it's 

almost like the men are just off stage like just doing something else? And you 
never actually see them and I find stories of pregnancy and motherhood really 

interesting in that sense because it was like of course men had a part to play but 
they're really really not part of this narrative here in a way. h They're actually off to 
the side, so I found that really interesting and I think I find the sort of retelling of 
women's history really interesting because it's often just seen as really 'normal' 
and that's why it's not worth telling because it's domestic and uneventful? And I 
was thinking about the practice of re-enactments and what do we re-enact and 
we re-enact like battles and large-scale historical political events that are often 

male. And I was thinking about this practice of reenactment in terms of very banal 
things of like re-enacting a conversation that was had a dinner table or like I 

suppose... in my work I'm always interested in paralleling personal timelines to 
global world events and it's like, ok- on this day in 2003 Britain invaded Iraq but 

what were you having for dinner? And like how those things maybe tenuously link 
in some sort of way and how the lives of women are like implicitly affected by the 

the big political male narratives in history.
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Digging Deeper
Q: When you’re presenting your mother and grandmother, are you 

using your body as a vehicle to conjure your mother and 
grandmother’s spirits on stage, are you using the encounter between 

your body and the materials to interrogate their perception of the 
world, or are you breathing life into characters to build a narrative?

Sally: I'd say it's probably more the former one in my attempt to embody 
their physicality in some way.  Particularly, I thought a lot about that 

when I was delivering my mum's texts and how she moves her hands and 
how she sits and how she speaks and I was having a conversation with 

Jean Sangster, the voice teacher and we were talking about this thing of 
like how do you perform something that is still you but you're like meeting 

this other person at this halfway point? I suppose? I guess I was 
interested in the embodiment of bringing my mum or my gran like to here 
and me bringing myself to here and what happens at this point isn't an 
exact impersonation- I'm actually not that good at impersonations so i 

don't think i would've been able to anyway- it's not like Sally's putting on 
a silly voice. But there's an essence of having someone else here and 
she's performing someone else but I guess because I am their child or 
grandchild I am carrying them in me, in myself anyway if that makes 

sense.
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Digging Deeper
Q: Does incorporating nudity tie into that idea?  We read it as a segway 

to connect the idea you talk about in your dissertation about 
juxtaposing the materiality between the human and non human- was 

there an attempt to encounter this via the costumes you used as well 
as the milk? Did this aid your sense of empathy when engaging with 

your mother and gran on stage?
Sally: Interesting question, that has actually really named things for me in a 
way that I hadn't directly thought about but I guess it's like...my body being 

in the work it feels like an unspoken thing like my body is present in the 
space because of these women and these pregnancies and the story that 

I'm talking about that's why I'm here in my physical body telling you 
that.  And of course it's like my physical body is similar in shape and like the 
sort of thing that I've inherited in spirit but quite literally your body looks the 
way it does because of how your mother's body looked or your grandmother's 
body looked and when you say it like that I'm like yeah... the sort of meeting 
of the outfits is that meeting of like an era I suppose with the physical body 

I guess that like me carrying them in my naked body and then trying on 
these different versions is a source of like constant transgression maybe? 

And actually no- some of the bits are like inspired by various things or in the 
style of things that they would wear or things that I associate with them, 

but obviously my Mum's wedding dress is actually her wedding dress.
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Digging Deeper

Q: What’s the best tool that helps you immerse yourself in those 
stories?

Sally: I think that the audio has really really helped. All the audio and 
stuff that wasn't used in the work and actually just having it in the 

process, especially when I don't live in the same city as my family to 
be able to listen to their voice and actually like impersonate their 

voices and sit with it. It's sort of influenced by a writer called Alecky 
Blythe who wrote London Road which is a musical, though when i was 
16 I was in one of her plays which was called Little Revolution and that 

was about the London riots and all the performers wear headphones 
the whole time and it's like verbatim in the strictest sense where 

you're literally saying it half a second afterwards and the whole play is 
like played out like that- where you've got the original recordings 

literally in your ear and you're saying it. So I did exercises like that just 
in the room and would listen to the text from my Mum and say them 
again and again for their language so I think that really helped. I think 
the process of really grounding them in my body and then when you 

hear the three of us together you can hear our same inflections which 
made it feel really easy and actually made it really interesting to try 

and house them all in the one body.
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Digging Deeper
Q: In your dissertation, you talked about presenting bodies in 

abstentia within solo performance on stage. do you think there’s a 
difference between embodying a live body or a soul of someone 

who’s passed? What difference would you say there is in 
approaching either of the two? 

Sally: And I remember thinking about that a lot, and the ethical 
questions around that sort of thing, and obviously the sort of work that 
I created during my research last year and my research into austerity 

and grief and Grenfell and all of those things was obviously a very 
different work to this in the was that they're embodied.  If i was to 

embody real people that were no longer alive that would feel probably 
quite ethically complicated probably- certainly if I didn't know them or 
have a relationship to them. I suppose if I was attempting to embody a 

family member but they died that would be quite a different thing I 
guess. Yeah, I think that part of the work around Grenfell was quite a 
simple reading of like my body is here in the flesh and live and warm, 

and the other materials in the space aren't and how can we use 
that  to question why my body and with its identity is here and alive 
and these other people are not rather than trying to literally embody 
them as people in the way that I do in Mother's Milk so yeah maybe I 

don't have the answer, it's really complicated.
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Digging Deeper

Q: Did this performance serve to broaden your perspective on 
motherhood? Is this maybe your way to experience a motherly role? 

Sally: I think it has- when I presented work at the scratch night one of 
the bits of feedback or responses that someone gave was talking about 
the nakedness in the work and that it felt like the way you watch your 
mother naked? And that was something I hadn't really thought of, but 

like in the sense of when your mum's getting changed or something and 
you're in the room and she's sort of wandering around the bedroom like 
half dressed, getting ready and I was like yeah that's exactly what it is- 
this sort of not sexualized view of a woman's body that I think people 
often only have of their mother. But I think it's made me think loads 

about motherhood and I like mention in the work this sort of thing of my 
family haveing a lot of teenage pregnancies and me not getting pregnant 
when I was a teenager so stuff like that does make me think about when 

I might have children, if I will have children. I also think that when I 
watch it back when I'm listening to the audio and I'm getting changed or 

can see my physical body or my breasts and my stomach and those 
things I feel like- I don't know what the word is but it feels really 

emotional I think; like i am paritally naked in the backdrop of these 
recordings about pregnancy.
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Digging Deeper

Q: Considering the different generations you introduce us to, do 
you feel as if the performance is a response to you breaking away 

from your lineage or a nod to you following your lineage? 
Sally: I don't think... it's actually- my mum didn't have me that young so 
when I say my family, there were actually 4 or 5 but my mum was the 
exception whereas  4 other women within my direct family had had 
children as teenagers so in a way she did that, but the joke sort of 
lives on... but there's still a thing of like "oo... Sal? Go on..." so no, i 

think it's like a nod to that and it's still a very colloquial reference in my 
family and the relationship that we have. I suppose it's like in the work, 

because my family make jokes about it so much and it feels like 
everyone's empowered in my family and it feels like quite matriarchal? 

And they feel empowered in raising children from a young age and I 
suppose it is more of a nod to it than a break away from it and I don't 

actually feel like a pressure to have children right now.
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Digging Deeper

Sally: The thing I have researched in my work a lot or have made work about a lot, particularly 
made a performance last year about the Iraq war? Well, not really about the war but about my 
experience of the year 2003 which is when Britain and America invaded Iraq. My parents were 
heavily involved in the "Stop the War" movement at the time when I was 4 or 5 and I'd sort of 

wrote about what it does to live in the shadow of that- to have political activism in your life from 
a really young age and to spend the first few years of your life going to demonstrations and 

meetings and that being a real backdrop to your growing up. So I suppose there are nods to that 
throughout the work like when there's the wedding speech that my mum does and I was 4 or 5 at 

the time and she's marrying my stepdad but it's the same year as the Iraq war, and I remember 
watching the video back and being like "all of the speeches are about the Iraq war!" And that being 

really odd, but it's your wedding day and all of the speeches are like "fighting against the worst 
things I have ever seen the British government do" and bla bla bla and I find this fascinating and a 

real example of how this big global thing is happening and we're here at this family event and 
that's what you're talking about.  But I think it's a thing where they've planned this day a year or 2 

in advance and this other stuff took over their lives and they were like...we still need to get 
married!  And also when my gran talks about deciding she was a socialist while she worked in 

that nightclub- I think just find these things really interesting; these moments in their lives where 
they have no choice but to be political now.  And particularly with women they often have that 
awakening sometimes earlier than men because of the patriarchy.  Those moments when you 

decide and there's a turning point and I found that in a lot of the texts the word solidarity comes 
up quite a lot in a causal sense? But that's a thread I noticed later, and my mum talks about the 

relationship with me being like a solidarity and my great gran had an interaction with my gran 
whilst cleaning the bathroom and that felt like an act of solidarity so yeah, there are these little 

moments where it does feel political in some way even if it's not 'party' politics.

Q: Where do you think the boundary lies between your own 
autobiography and the political in this work? In what way do you feel 

you make the personal political? 
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Charlton in the rehearsal room during the creation process of "Mother's Milk"



Digging Deeper

Sally: I suppose I don't want them to take an exact message with 
them. What the work inevitably does is make people think about their 

own lineage and their own relationships to the people around them and 
to feel connected with that- and that it's a privilege to have a lineage 

of any kind that you can trace back, but I suppose just to feel 
connected to other people is what I always want my work to do. I 

guess an awareness of how we all imprint and affect one another and 
are accountable for one another and there is no way we would exist 

without all these other people.

Q: What, above everything, would you wish your audience to 
take from this performance?
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